Helpers In My Community (Bobbie Kalman's Leveled Readers: My World: G)
**Synopsis**

Introduces children to the important people who make our communities cleaner, safer, and better.
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**Customer Reviews**

This book defines community and community helpers, with a table of contents that includes Buildings & Roads, Electricity & Water, Teachers & Librarians, Other School Helpers, Medical Helpers, Emergency Helpers, Firefighters, Police Officers, Kind Helpers. There’s a first grade friendly glossary and index as well. The illustrations are all photographs and key vocabulary is boldfaced. The book is identified as being a guided reading level G book.

I love that this book includes all kinds of community helpers—including volunteers! I used this book in my unit on community for my first grade class and each student was able to relate to at least one of the helpers in the book. It had excellent pictures and child-friendly descriptions of each different job.

The book is for Pre-K, Kindergarten level. The information needs some additional explanation, especially for the little ones but the pictures are clear, and the bigger font helps, too.

Recommended.
Great informational book for young children, complete with index, table of contents, and bolded print. Nice way to learn with an adult about helpers in the community.

I use it for my homeschool children at home. Very informative for toddlers, but not for 3rd grade and up, because it has basic info to help the little ones get the general idea of the community helpers. Overall a good buy.

I teach a toddler class. My litter friends loved this book. It's short to the point, and has great pictures. Went well with our community workers theme.

This book is PERFECT for teaching Pre K-1 about different community helpers. Great intro to a communities unit.

My 2-1/2-year-old really enjoys this book. The text is engaging and the information is accessible to her.
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